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The A/V industry is made up of many different types of A/V solutions. We generally split them
between residential focus and commercial focus. Today however we see that defining line
becoming a little more blurred. Advances in communication technologies such as HDBaseT,
HDMI, the internet and simple to use software apps are opening doors for integration firms who in
the past would have never dared cross the dividing line.
Residential to Commercial
In recent years many integrators who were considered residentially focused have began to focus some
of their business attention on the smaller or “light-weight” commercial integration jobs. Fueled by a
changing housing market these residential integrators have found use for their skills with digital media,
smart devices, application based programming and mobile consumer gadgets in the commercial
business space. Applications such as classrooms, conference rooms, digital signage as well as
restaurants and sports bars have found success with these dealers in their ability to be competitive
and also integrate a new wave a modern technology into their businesses. Many owners of these A/V
applications are looking for competitive solutions that offer features they are willing to pay for without
hidden costs and features that are unnecessary to the business. Integrators have discovered brands
like Atlona, which offer solutions with “features you need, not the ones you don’t”.
Once such application is the Huddle Space or
simple meeting room. In this application a source
input device is needed for the operator interface
and a scalable receiver is needed for the display.
Atlona has tailored a solution specifically for the
application called the HDVS product series. The
HDVS system is an ideal solution that provides
simple operation and allows automated or manual
system control. The AT-HDVS-TX transmitter
and AT-HDVS-TX-WP wall-plate transmitter offer
HDMI and VGA inputs with audio connectivity in
order to support both current and legacy devices. The operator can choose to manually select the
input or to conceal the AT-HDVS-TX or AT-HDVS-TX-WP and use its built-in auto-switch capabilities.
The display power button allows the operator to remotely power on or off a projector or flat panel
without the need of a handheld remote. When paired with the AT-HDVS-RX receiver, the system can
automatically power on or off the display. Once the AT-HDVS-RX detects
AT-HDVS-RX scales the
an incoming video signal, it will send an RS232 command to power on
incoming video signal to
the display. When the video signal is removed AT-HDVS-RX will send
ensure it is compatible
another RS232 command to the display to power it off. This means
with the connected display when the operator disconnects their device the huddle space technology
while providing the best
will automatically shut itself down reducing the responsibility for the
possible image quality.
operator. In addition the AT-HDVS-RX scales the incoming video signal
to ensure it is compatible with the connected display while providing the
best possible image quality. All this is done with a single network type cable between the AT-HDVSTX transmitter or AT-HDVS-TX-WP wall plate transmitter and the AT-HDVS-RX receiver. This unique
design uses a technology called HDBaseT, which was developed to keep costs down, simplify system
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integration and ensure the best HD video image.
Digital signage over category cable
Another application utilizing the HDBaseT technology is Digital Signage. Digital Signage solutions are
driven by Atlona’s line of HDCAT Distribution Amplifiers. These DA’s receive input from the source player
via HDMI and output to displays via category cable using the HDBaseT communication standard. Atlona
offers distribution amplifiers with either four or eight HDBaseT outputs and will transmit signals up to
230 feet (70 meters). These are the AT-HDCAT4 and AT-HDCAT8 distribution amplifiers. Additionally,
Atlona also offers an eight-output unit that will deliver signals up to 328 feet (100 meters) called the ATHDCAT8ED. Since most displays do not yet
include a built-in HDBaseT port, Atlona offers
several HDBaseT receivers that can be paired
with the digital signage display to match the
application. Also thanks to HDBaseT these
receivers can be powered from the distribution
amplifier over the category cable.
In instances where audio is also needed to
accompany the display the HDCAT series
of Distribution Amplifiers offers audio deembedding via one SPDIF and one balanced
audio captive screw terminal. This will allow
audio to be routed to a commercial sound system or even to the Atlona’s PA100-G2 40 watt (mono) or 20
watts (stereo) audio amplifier.
Some digital signage applications can become quite large and may require more than eight displays. For
this reason Atlona has designed the HDCAT series of distribution amplifiers with a built-in local HDMI
loop out to cascade the source signal to another distribution amplifier. Atlona HDCAT series distribution
amplifiers are built to accommodate cascading of up to eight distribution amplifiers enabling digital
signage solutions of up to 64 displays at 1080p resolution.
Distributing and switching multi-format signals
In addition to these applications many integrators have found success in the classroom and conference
rooms spaces. Classrooms challenge designers like no other space due to a rich variety of sources and
budgets that squeeze tightly on the project. VCRs, VGA PCs, HDMI PCs, Blu-rays, document cameras,
iPads and interactive boards all need to be integrated at a low price and still be flexible enough to be
replicate tens, hundreds, or even thousands of times. Better communication drives better business!
Communication technology needs to
operate simply and smoothly so the
technology doesn’t overshadow the sales
presentations, new ideas, and team sharing
that define business meetings.
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To answer these challenges Atlona has developed the CLSO-612. The CLSO-612 is a single component
to address an array of AV switching and processing needs often encountered in boardrooms, classrooms
and other presentation settings. It is the most advanced 4K-capable, HDBaseT switcher for systems
which need to accept multiple digital and analog inputs as selectable sources for displays located as far
as 230 feet away. AT-UHD-CLSO-612 is equipped with two HDBaseT, two HDMI, and two analog inputs,
and provides switching, up- and down-scaling, audio de-embedding, and signal extension capabilities in
a single rack-unit enclosure. The CLSO-612 permits source selection, master/sub volume control, audio
line-level and EQ adjustments, and other functions manually via the front panel or remotely via IR, RS232, or IP control. The CLSO-612 also utilizes Atlona’s exclusive Power over Category Cable (PoCc)
technology to power remote HDBaseT transmitters handling source content as well as to power an
HDBaseT receiver located at the video display.
No matter which type of integration business you are in the Atlona CLSO-612 enables these systems
to be integrated simply, powerfully, and efficiently by combining multiple functions in a single box.
Integrators find great success with Atlona solutions and these are just a few to get started with in the
commercial A/V space. To learn more about Atlona solutions for the commercial marketplace please visit
Atlona online at Atlona.com.
Atlona solution components
Model

Description

Outputs

Inputs

Benefits

AT-HDVS-TX

Transmitter module

2- HDMI
1 - VGA/3.5mm audio

1 - HDbaseT

HDMI/VGA auto switching
transmmitter up to 230 ft

AT-HDVS-TX-WP

Wall Plate

1 - HDMI
1 - VGA/3.5mm audio

1 - HDbaseT

HDMI/VGA auto switching
transmmitter up to 230 ft

AT-HDVS-RX

Receiver scaler

1 - HDbaseT

1 - HDMI
1 - Balanced, analog audio
1 - RS-232

Receiver scaler for HDVS
transimitter units with audio
out

AT-HDCAT-4

4 OUT DA

2 - HDMI

4 - HDbaseT
1 - HDMI
1 - Analog audio
1 - SPDIF

2 HDMI in with 4 HDbaseT
out up to 230 ft with local
HDMI out

AT-HDCAT-8

8 OUT DA

2 - HDMI

8 - HDbaseT
1 - HDMI
1 - Analog audio
1 - SPDIF

2 HDMI in with 8 HDbaseT
out up to 230 ft with local
HDMI out

AT-HDCAT-8ED

Extended distance 8 OUT DA

2 - HDMI

8 - HDbaseT
1 - HDMI
1 - Analog audio
1 - SPDIF

2 HDMI in with 4 HDbaseT
out up to 328 ft with local
HDMI out

AT-HDRX

Receiver

1 - HDbaseT

1 - HDMI

Receiver for HDCAT units

AT-UHD-CLSO-612

Multi-format switcher and scaler

2 - HDMI
2 - HDbaseT
2 - Analog audo/video
1 - Microphone (ducking)

1 - HDbaseT
1 - HDMI (mirrored)
1 - Balanced, analog audio

Multi-format switcher and
scaler for analog and digital
sources with HDMI and
HDbaseT out

AT-PA100-G2

Audio amplifier

1 - RCA L/R
1 - 3.5mm L/R
1 - Microphone

1 - Stero speaker
1 - 3.5mm loop

Drive speakers up to 40
watt with RS-232 control
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About Atlona ®
Atlona® is a leading provider of innovative, AV distribution solutions. Since 2003, the company has been
designing and engineering award-winning products for a diverse range of residential and commercial AV
and IT markets, including education, business, government, entertainment, and healthcare.
Atlona’s products and services enable system designers, integrators, consultants, and installers to
simplify installation, minimize maintenance, and maximize the versatility of premier automated control
solutions. Atlona’s vision is simple: deliver customer-driven products designed and developed with the
features, performance, and reliability that industry leaders demand; and deliver the best value in the
industry.
More information about Atlona is available at www.atlona.com.
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